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FOREWORD. 
Socialism is 'a science, the fundarnintals of which 
are easily grasped by the worker. Once they a-re 
grasped, the worker may apply the fundamentals to the 
solution of the pioblems facing his class as readily as 
the engineer 'applies his knowledge of physical laws to 
the problems holding up his work of construction. - 
The worker who has not completely grasped the 
fundamentals of Socialism, however, is confronted with 
daily questions that require answers. This pamphlet 
is an attempt to anticipate those questions, is made up 
of questions and answtrs asked and answered at So- 
cialist meetings. The  attempt 's necessarily a partial 
one only. It is hoped that it will, nevertheless, help. 
aspiring students of Socialism to understand the appli- 
cation of Marxian methods as they make a more sys- 
tematic effort to study the one science that can brinn 
order out of social ,chaos. 
Studying Socialism is not a hard task. .The rea5a- 
bility and the easily understood logic of ' the answers to 
guestions -in the p a w g e t  are a fair example of the 
ease with which the primers on Socialism by Marx, 
Engels, D e  Leon- and other Socialist writers may be ' 
studied. A suggestion worth following by tbe i~ew 
reader of Socialist literature ,is to follow a course of 
s ~ d y  based on De Leon's "What Meads This Strike?", 
"Reform .or Revolution," . "Burning Question of 
. Trades - Unionism," "'Socjalist Reco~stmction of So- 
ciety," and "Fifteen Questions," in the order men- 
tioned. These reasonably priced pamphlets will build 
up an understanding of the role of classes, of the eco- 
nomic exploitation of the working class by the ruling 
class and of the Socialist program for the building af a 
classless society in which the useful producer will re- 
ceive the full product of his labor. They may be fol- 
lowed by Man ' s  "Value, Price'and Profit," by Engels's 
"Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State," 
by other works by M a n ,  Engels and De Leon, and, of 
course, by the large number of pamphlets published by 
the Socialist Labor Party on assorted topics. 
Thk suggestion offered is one that should be fol- 
lowed by every worker. The little effort required will 
compensate itself in increased understanding of society, 
in the realization that a program is available for the 
attainment of genuine freedom and prosperity. 
Understanding and realization are not substitutes 
for organizatioc and achievement. The interest mani- 
fested by the purchaser of this pamphlet is wasted un- 
less it leads to a conviction that "something" must be 
done. The "something" is more than academic, must 
have concrete application in action if the knowledge 
gained is not to be prostituted and the fate of the work- 
ing class left undecided. 
Another step leading from the interest shown in 
reading the questions and answers in this pamphlet is 
the regular reading of the WEEKLY PEOPLE, offi- 
'ial organ of the Socialist Labor. Party. This step 
should be taken simultaneously with that of the more 
formal study suggested above. A regular feature of 
the WEEKLY PEOPLE is "The Question. Period." 
This and other features will resolve the questions rising 
;n the minds of serious workers as they watch the 
"progress" of capitalism and as they study Socialiun 
The  "something" takes shape.! The  knowledge 
gained must be passed on to fellow workers, to all who 
will listen. The Socialist Labor Party is organized for 
the purpose of passing that knowledge on in an organ- 
ized fashion. Those whose interest in-social under- 
standing and betterment is founded on sincerity and 
exact knowledge must, inevitably, be drawn to the task 
' of aiding the Socialist Labor P a w  in the greatest task 
ever faced by men. That  it is the greatest task ever 
undertaken requires no elaboration. The Socialist goal 
of realizing peace, freedom and plenty for all mankind, 
as opposed to the capitalist goal of perpetuating a so- 
ciety -that insures war, slqvery and poverty, presents un- 
fettered minds with no indecision, offers them but the 
chance to-raise the species above the capitalist present. 
. .Wh xth&e .problms. Like the 6 that 
tsk& ui) in its D a b  and diseave~ the 
.' inh&-blle eimmn~ poured into ' it 
f& imh.m&able kivers, to Socidism &I 
' the task resemed of mlving one and all, 
the problems that .have come -g 
down the stream of time, and. that 
have kept man in internecine strife with 
man. 
- ,  
-DAqIBL DE LEON 
GENERAL QUESTIONS 
ON SOCIALISM. 
What Is Socialism? 
"Soeia1ism:is that social system under which the 
necessaries of production [factories, tools, land, etc.] 
are owned, controlled and administered by the people, 
for the people, and under which, accordingly, the 
cause of political and economic despotism having been 
abolished, class rule is at an end. That  is Socialism, 
nothing short of that." 
Th i s  is the terse definition given by the great Amer- 
ican Sokiialist pathfinder, Daniel De  Leon. T o  it we 
add this: 
Socialism is the oniy social system under which the 
worker will enjoy the full -social value of his labor. 
Modern technology and science have made it possible 
to produce an abundance for all. with a minimum of toil. 
By working not more than four hours per day, four 
days per week, and certainly not more than -200 days 
per year, the worker wi4 receive not less than what 
$10,do6 will buy today. H e  will enjoy security from 
want and fear of want, a measure of personal liberty 
such as he has never known, and, not least, leisure for - 
travd, play, and-cultural pursuits. Socialism will mean 
a full, usefa1 life. 
Sbcialism is the irext higher form of social mganiza-) . 
tidn which must' supersede capitalism if we are not to 
sink into the mire of fascism. It is the cod in^ classless 
society of peace and plenty for all. 
What Will W e  Use for Money? 
Under Socialism the worker will receive a labor- 
time voucher from his union showing that he has worked 
a certain number of hours. This time-voucher entitles , 
him to withdraw from the social store as much as he 
contributed to it. In other words, it will be exchange- 
able for things which have an equal amount of labor 
time congealed in them, or whicfi took an equal amount 
of labor time to produce. 
It is'a perfectly simple task, for example, to c~lcu- 
late the labor time required to produce a pair of shoes, 
or a tennis racket, or a suit of clothes. I t  'takes 92 man- 
hours. we are told, to produce a Ford automobile. Un- 
der the capitalist system, in which the worker is ex- - 
ploited of five-skths of what he produces-leaving bnly 
enough for him to keep himself in working condition- 
he is lucky to pay for a Ford autdmobile in 24 months. 
Under Sbcialism he would pay for it with vouchers rep- 
resenting 92 work-hours, or the labor of a few weeks. 
Money-i.e., gold and silver, coined and bearing 
me imprint of governments, o r  currency representirig 
gold and silver-will disappear when the system of 
cqmqnodity production is abolished. With the rise of a 
system of production-for-use, labor-time vouchers, 
which the worker to .whom they are issued may ex- 
change for good?, will take the piace of money. Instead . 
'of buryin8 gold in a vault and standing guard over it, 
w q ~ i M  use it in the arts and industry. 
What Will - Be the ~ncentive? 
I 
The implicatjon,of this question is that we have in- 
- centive today. Actually capitalism crushes any real 
incentive, . . except the "incehtive" to be "clever," "push- 
/ 
ing," and to "get ahead" by stepping on the other fel- 
low. Often capitalism gives workers the "incentive" 
. to soldier on the job lest they work themselves out of 
, it. The "incentive" it provides for the capitalist is not 
incentive which benefits society. I t  is, essentially, the 
same "incentive" which stimulates the pickpocket to his 
nefarious activity. - 
On the other hand, if the worker is supposed : to 
have incentive today-when he receives only about one- 
sixth of his product-he will have .six times that much 
incentive under Socialism when he receives it all. But 
.under Socialism incentive will not c m i s t  exclusively of 
material reward, bountiful though this will be; it will 
consist also of the moral and- spiritual satisfaction of 
doing one's chosen work well, and of the knowledge 
that one's labor, instead of enriching a parasite, benefits 
society. 
Capitalist "incentive" is the product of the dog-eat- 
dog chfiacter of capitalism. Socialist incentive is the 
beneficent product of cooperation. The former hobbles 
progress; the. latter stimulates it to limitless growth. 
\ '  
* 
What Can Socialism Do About Unemploym+nt? 
Capitalism has proved its inability to cope with the 
problem of unemployment. While it is true that a stu- 
pendous war takes up the slack, this "solution" is ob- 
Piously a ghastly and a temporary one. In peacetime 
capitalism cannot prevent mass unemployment. It can- 
nut prevent the so-called labor-saving machke from b e  
ing,, in reality, the labor-displacing machine. 
A permanent solution lies in the conversion of the 
privatAy owned means of production, which are oper- 
ated for the benefit of the o%ning clasq, into the collec- 
tive property of the useful workers, toqbe operated for 
use. Involuntary -unemploymeiit will be eff efively ban- 
ished when the means of production are socially owned 
and used to produce things to supply the needs of the 
producers. New machinery will no longer kick workers 
out aftheir jobs; instead, it will kick hours out of the 
working day. I 
Not only will every adult member of society, who is 
able to work, have a job,-but a11 will have a choice of 
jobs. Socialism will not try to  drive square pegs into 
round holes. Workers educated as chemists, let us say, 
and ambitious to-work as chemists, will not be driven 
by economic necessity to take a job in a filling station 
or on an assembly line. Every union will welcome re- 
cruits for all tasks. Just as new machines become a - 
blessing by reducing the length of the working day, so 
a larger working force will lighten the burden on all. 
Socialism is the nemesis of unemployment. 
HOW  an YOU ~ e t  A I Q ~ ~  Witbut capiYai? 
when the workers organize politically and indus- 
trially to take over all the means of production and, 
make them society's collective property, the factories, 
mills, mines, railrdads, etc., will cease to be capitall A 
steel plant is not capital because it is a steel plant. For 
r steel plant to be capital there must be d mass of prop- 
ertiless -workers who, having no tools of their own, are 
* 
compelled to sell their labor power. Capital presup- 
. poses the existence of this propertiless $ass of wage 
workers. h 
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Sodzlism dam not intend to destroy. the industries ; 
it intends to destroy their present capitalist cha factet. 
Under Socialism, which ~ b ~ l i s h t r  classes, the industries 
are merely instruments of social production. The tools, 
plus access to raw materiala, plus our cooperative labor, 
are all we need io malie thio kcowry an earthly para- 
dise. . 
With these under our. collective control we-can "get 
along", v e j  nicely. 
Is Government Ownership Socialism? 
Government ownership, or the nationalization of 
utilities and industries, as it is sometimes called, is not 
Socialism. Common or collective ownership of indus 
try in a Socialist society of free workers, in which ex- 
pioitation of man by &an is impossible, is one thing. 
But State ownership of industry in a class-divided SO- 
ciety, in a society Ghere the stateis nothing more than 
an instrument by the means of which (the economically 
dominant class maintains its power to exploit the work- 
er, is another and quite different thing. 
Being exploited through a bunch of politicians dif? . 
fers little from being exploited by privately owned c0.r- 
porations. In capitalist Canada, for example, one rail. 
road system is privately owned, the other government- 
owned. The workers on both systems are exploited 
equally. . It '  is reformers and would-be Socialisk who 
spread the fiction that government ownership means 
Socialism. If this were true, then totalitarian Japan 
would have a considerable degree of "socialism" be- 
cause its utilities, railroads, telephone, and telegraph, 
and many of its industries are government-owned. 
To attain Socialism the workers must make the 
means of production their collective property, abolish 
the class State, and administer production through d e m  ' 
ocratic bodies elected from the industries. 
How Will Socialism Prevent War? 
It is now generally established that, in the words of 
Woodrow Wilson, "the seed of war in the modern 
wo,rld is industrial and commercial rivalry." Each cap- 
italist nation exploits its workers of the major part of 
their product. It is unable to seU, or otherwise use up, 
this surplus, a part of which must be disposed of in the 
world markets. But the world markets are constantly 
ontracting while the capacity to produce commodities 
s expanding. The result is trial by arms between the 
6 6 ompeting nations. There was never a war at arms," 
aid the late General Hugh Johnson, "that was not 
erely the extension of a preceding war of commerce 
rown fiercer until the weapons of commerce seemed 
o longer sufficiently deadly." (World Peaceways 
adcast, 1935.) 
socialis&, which means production of things for use 
nstead of for sale, will remove the cause of modern 
ar. Surpluses resulting from exploitation, and the 
perious~necessity to export them to prevent internal 
collapse. will no longer exist. Instead, exchange be- 
tween peoples will be planned exchange of planned sur- 
pluses.' Economic and cultural intercourse between peo- 
ple will, under Socialism, receive a real impetus and the 
barriers raised by vested interests in every capitalist na- 
tion will be broken down. ' 
War  .is inevitable in the capitalist premises. So- 
- cialism uproots the cause of war. There can be no real 
and enduring peace without Socialism ! 
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What 1. the Difference Betw'een Sociallan 
And hh? 
There is no difference between Socialism and Com- 
munism. Both terms designate a society in which the 
means of production are collectively owned and demo- 
cratically managed by the producers. There is, how- 
ever, a great deal of difference between Marxian So- 
cialism and the pseudo-communism advocated by the 
so-called Communist Dartv. The former is based on 
A d 
science; the latter is a shameless distortion of Marxism. 
"Socialism" and "Communism" were terms used in- 
terchangeably by the founders of scientific Socialism, 
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels. The "Communist 
Manifesto," which was written by Marx and Engels in 
1847 (published in I 848), was so named because at 
that time, due to the activities of the Utopian Socialists 
of the Robert Owen era, the term "Socialism" denoted 
the very opposite of Marxian science. Subsequently, 
the Utopian Socialists were forgotten and both Marx 
and Engels thereafter used "Socialism" as the prefer- 
red term in their writings. 
But Don't They Have Sociali i  in Ruuia? 
Socialism presupposes a condition in which ( I ) the 
wage working class is in the majority; (2 )  an abunr 
dance is producible; and (3) the mode of production is 
- socialized. At the time of the Bolshevik Revolution in 
19 I 7 the wage workers in Russia were only about seven 
per cent of the population, the peasants being in the 
overwhelming majority. Economically, as well as so- 
cially, the nation was just emerging from feudalism. 
Finally, agricu1tural products made up a large propor- 
tion of Russia's output and tbe Russian farms were mi 
almost exclusively along the lines of individual produe 
tion. In short, the material conditions for Socialism 
did not prevail. As Lenin pointed out to' those who ar- 
gued that Socialism could be immediately established: 
"Socialism is impossible without large capitalist 
technique constructed according to the last word of sci- 
ence. . . . subjecting millions of people to the strict o b  
servance of a uniform standard of production and dis- 
tribution of products. W e  Marxists have always said 
this, and it is hardly worth wasting even two seconds in 
arguing the point with people who do not understand 
. 
.A ? 9 
IT;. . . . .- 
The Bolsheviks set up a Dictatorship of the Prole- 
tariat under which.the material conditions for Socialism 
were to be built. Subsequently, as nearly everyone 
knows, the so-called Dictatorship of the Proletariat de- 
generated into a dictatorship o$ the Stalinist hierarchy. 
Yet, even Stalin admitted on March 4, 1936, that 
"Communism [i.e.,' Socialism] has not been achieved in 
the Soviet Union so far." 
- Finally, Socialism presupposes the abolition of the 
State (a coercive force). The  State still exists in the 
U.S.S.R. Much must be done before Russia achieves -1 
Socialism. Above all, the Stalinist bureaucracy must 1 
be cleared out, and, along with it, the coercive appara- 4 2 
tus of the State. In its place the workers of Russia 1 
must set up an Industrial Union Administration, or, as I 
Engeis put it. an "administration of things." 1 
I 
Won't a Scheming Bureaucracy Get Power 
As It Did in Russia? 
For the Socialist revolution to succeed in America, 
the workers must organize into Socialist Industrial 
Unions to back up tLtiir victory a t  the ballot-box. The 
workers in the industries, through their democratically 
elected representatives, will be the new government. 
Instead of the jobs being controlled from above, as is 
the case under the Stalinist dictatorship in Russia, the 
rank and file of workers will control administrative and 
managerial posts. They will elect their foremen, and 
management committees, just as they elect their repre- 
sentatives to the Industrial Union Congress. Hence, 
the very basis of bureaucracy, viz., power to dole out 
jobs and patronage, not exist. Moreover, undei a 
Soci a1 ist Industrial Union Administration, where the 
collective rank and file have supreme demockatic pow- 
er, their officials will be removable from office as easily 
as they are raised to office. The  Socialist Industrial 
Union is the instrument whereby the workers gu'arantee 
to themselves complete democratic control. 
The Socialist Industrial Union is the instrument 
whereby the workers achieve the Twentieth Century 
democracy, an industrial democracy. 
ON THE SOCIAbIST LABOR PARTY. 
What I* the Soeialiot Labor Party? 
The Socialist Labor Party was founded upon the 
principles of Scientific Marxian Socialism in I 890. 
I t  has never deviated from these principles nor com- 
promised them for temporary gain. It holds, with 
Marx, that the approaching Social Revolution must be 
accomplished by the enlightened working class and can- 
not be accomplished by a minority at the head of un- 
classconscious masses. T o  the end of educating our 
fellow workers to their mission and in the methods of 
achieving the goal of the Industrial Republic of Labor, 
the Socialist Labor Party has conducted a tireless cam 
paign of agitation and education. It is the one and 
only exponent of Socialist Industrial Unionism through 
which the American workers must and will back up their 
Socialist ballot and which will become the framework 
of the new administration-the Industrial Union Ad- 
ministration. The Socialist Labor Party is the only 
bona fide and uncompromising Socialist organization ih 
America. 
What Will Happen to the Labor Party 
When Socialism Is Achieved? 
The mission of the Socialist Labor Party is: 
I. To agitate, educate, clarify the issue and lay 
bare the true nature of the class struggle r 
2. To place the issue of co\lective ownership 
I/ 
squarely before the pedple by adopting a platform' 
based on. this single demand and by nominating candi- 
dates to contest political off ices ; and, finally, 
3. T o  complete its mission the moment its candi- 
dates are elected by declaring the political State ad- 
journed sine die and by itself disbagding. 
According' to the Biblical tale, Samson destroyed 
himself when he desttoyed the Temple of the Philis- 
tines. Except for the fict that ~ a m s b n  was blind and 
the Socialist Labor Party has its eyes wide open, the 
parallel holds. Instead o f '  taking office i d  govern, the 
' candidates of the Socialist Labor Party will take office 
to abolish political off ice. I t  captures to destroy; in the 
same sense that a conquering army captures, only to 
destroy, the fortifications of the vanquished foe, though 
blobd and treasure were poured out to secure possession 
of these fortifications. The State is the robber. 
burg of capitalism. Instead of holding this robber-burg, 
.the Socialist Labor Partv will dismantle it and turn the 
reins o)'gove;nmeni ovkr to the ~ e n c z a l  E~eectitivc 
Board of the Socinlist. Indrrstrial Union? The party of 
-labor has no place in the Industrial Republic of Labor. 
It is the Socialist .Industrial Union which is the perma- 
nent organization-the framework of the. new social 
order. 
Why Hasn't the Socialist Labor Party 
"Gotten Anpwhere" in Fifty Years? 
If this question means: Why isn't the Socialist La: 
bor Party a big party? The answer is simply that no 
revolutionary party which will not compromise for the 
sake of temporary advantage is ever big-until econom- 
ic and political conditions cause the political tempera- 
rure to reach the boiling poiirt; By compromising, by 
political trading with the enemy, it is possible to acquire 
numbers, but large numbers s o  gathered are like the -- 
sand of the desert, which is gathered in heaps, and is 
straightway blown away again. For example, there is 
the so-called Socialist partyi which once polled more 
than a million votes. The New Deal stole its reforms, 
and with its reforms abstracted its following. The  S.L. 
P.,.on the other hand, in the words of Daniel De Leon, 
"seeks not to corral' a mob that can be scattered;, it 
seeks to form an army that will be irresistible." 
. This question stews from a failurk to understand 
the mission of a revolutionary Socialist party. - This 
mission, 'briefly stated, is to develop a workable pro- 
gram, and. prepare the workers for the consummati~n 
of *the revolutionary- act. The  Socialist Labor Party 
has developed that program, the only program whereby 
, the American workers can effect their emancipation 
Moreover, to carry on its work of agitation, education 
and organization, it has built the most solid, Spartan, 
self-disciplined .Marxist organization in the world. Its 
literature-the result of decades of eff ort-is impres- 
sively advanced, lucid and coherent. Finally, its. record 
for integrity, unswerving rectitude and resolute per- 
severance has won for it a deep and abiding respect. 
The conditions which will make a social change, or 
social revolution, imperative in America are developing 
rapidly. The Socialist Labor Party cannot "make" 
this revolution. The Socialist reconstruction of society 
must be consummated by the workers. The Socialist 
Labor Party shows the way. , 
What Is the Difference Between the 
Soeidit Labr Party and the Socidiit Party? 
The so-called Socialist party is a party of reform; 
the Socialist Labor Party is a party of revolution. The  
Socialist party tinkers with effects ; the Socialist Labor 
Party attacks the cause. The  Socialist party fatuously 
believes that numbers are of first importance, irrespec- 
tive of how these numbers are recruited; the Socialist 
Labor Party holds that numbers, though important, 
are impotent unless recruited on a sound program. 
(Vide the German Social Democracy, and German 
Communist party which, together, polled thirteen mil- 
lion votes in 1932, yet were not so much as a match- 
stick in Hitler's path. This massive following was re- 
cruited through reform baits and reform promises - 
not on a sound program for the abolition of capital- 
ism.) ., 
TO the uninitiated the Socialist party and the SO- 
cialist Labor Party may appear to be "after the same 
thing." T o  the uninitiated the nutritious mushroom and 
the poisonous toadstool look much alike. By equipping 
oneself with a little elementary knowledge it is a simple 
matter to distinguish between the mushroom and toad- 
stool. With a little elementary knowledge it is also a 
simple matter to distinguish between the goals of the 
Socialist party andathe Sbcialist Labor Party. The for- 
mer seeks political office and the preservation of the 
political State; the latter (the S.L.P.) seeks the aboli- 
tion of the political State and the substitution therefor 
of, the ,Socialist Industrial Union Administration. In 
other words, the Socialist party aims for  a modification 
of capitalism; the Socialist Lahor Party for its corn. 
' plete overthrow. 
What Is the Difference B-n the 
Sodrlirt Labor Party and the' ~ o - d t  Party? 
The Communist party (u.s.A.) is nothing more, 
and nothing less, than the Jesuitic and pliant tool of the 
Soviet Union's Foreign Office. It has its feet in Amer- 
ica but its head is in Russia. It alters its course as the 
Soviet Union alters its foreign policies, and as Moscow 
allies itself now with this group of capitalist powers, 
now with that. I t  has shown itself capable of coldly 
and brazenly sacrificing .the interests of the workers, 
and even of collaborating with and defending the capi- 
talist exploiters, when its Moscow masters so order. 
In contrast to the thoroughly. discredited Colpmu- 
nist party, the Socialist Labor Party cleaves to Marxian 
principle. It is consistent, scientific and forthright, re- 
fusing to lower itself to subterfuge, to underhanded 
methsds of double-talk. Its program is not an impor- 
tation from another country. Its program is the result 
of the application of Mantian science to the political, 
and economic conditions of America. 
No  one knows the aims of the Communist party- 
least of alllthe so-called Communists. Their aims to- 
day may be reversed tomorrow should Stalin change 
his mind. 
The aim of the Socialist Labor Party is now, and 
always has been, the abolition of capitalism and the 
substitution therefor of the Socialist. Industrial Repub- 
lic. Its methods are in keeping with that fixed and lofty 
aim. 
Wbaa Have You Cot for Ledem? 
The  movement which is destined to emancipate the 
working class cannot consist of a dumb, driven (or led) 
herd. It must be an enlightened, classco~lscious working 
. class. The "leaders" of such an enlightened 'moss arc 
- merek spokesmen who express the aspirations and 
aims of the workers.' Of such spokesmen the Socialist 
Labor Party has tra,ined and is training legions. , 
A movement which depends upoh "leaders" is a 
movement lost. If the workers can be "led" to their 
emancipation, they can as easily be led into a worse 
form of slavery. Those who hold that "you've got to 
have leaders" would do well to pondergthat "leader" is 
English for the German word "fuehrer." The "leader 
principle," in short, is a thoroughly totalitarian prin- 
ciple. 
Why Does the Socialist Labor Party Attack 
Those With Whom It ~ i s a ~ r e e s ?  
The Socialist Labor Party doesn't go out of its 
way to "attack" anyone. T o  paraphrase De Leon : - 
The Socialist Labor Party shoots straight ahead, or 
rather it run$ along the tracks laid down by the Social 
Revolution. If anybody is hit, it is because he crosser 
that track, or bucks with his head against the train. 
Trains never go out of their way to hit a cow. It  is 
the cows that go out of their way to hit the train. That 
is what happens when someone is hit by the S.L.P. 
When the Socialist Labor Party hears someone mis- 
representing Socialism, or teaching that z plus 2 equals' 
22, or justifying wretchedness and want amidst plenty, 
or defending the system which breeds poverty and war 
-when the Socialist Labor Party- hears someone ex- 
pounding these iniquitous principles, it is going to hit 
' them. Don't be alarmed at this. Be alarmed if it fails 
to hit them. If the Socialist Labor Party failed to bit 
them, it would mean it was off the track. 
W h y  Do the Radical' Pa& Always Fight Among 
Themselves? W h y  Don't They All Get Togefher? 
This question carries with it the implication that 
the socialist movement would be stronger if all the 
"radical parties" united into one big party. The  i,m- 
plication is based on a false and fatal assumption. That 
assumption is that size, instead of principle and pro- 
gram, is the paramount factor. Yet, if anything was 
proved by recent history in Europe it is that mere num- 
bers, organized. without regard for Marxian program 
and principle (even though lip-service is paid to these), 
are impotent. Mere numbers can neither achieve SO- 
cialism nor block the reaction. ' 
T o  unite the Marxian Socialist Labor Party with 
the reformist Socialist patty and the anarcho-reformist 
Communist party, for example, is much like pouring a 
pint of clean water into a gallon of dirty water. Such 
a mixture would be disastrous to the clear-cut, militant, 
scientific program of the S.L.P. and would create a 
"party" of factions "united" in name only. 
Before the Bolshevik Revolution, several so-called 
"radical" parties contended for leadership. Even some 
Bolsheviks believed an effort ought to be made to "get 
together" with the other parties. Lenin dissented vig- 
orously from the suggestion that the Bolshevik party 
"put forward a slogan that will unite all," saying: "I 
will tell you frankly that the thing I fear most a t  the 
present time is indiscriminate unity, which, I am cow 
. vinced, is most dangerous and harmful to the proleta- 
riat." And on another occasion he said: "What 1 fear 
most is the heaping together of heterogeneous groups 
and then call that thing a party." 
The  party which is to carry on the arduous work of 
Socialist education and organization must, in the lan- 
guage of De Leon, "be .fearless, merciless in its. &#c, 
intolerant as science, narrow as truth alone can be.- I t  . 
can be none of these if it compromises as much dr. a 
hair's breadth; in other words, it cannot perform its 
work if it is structurally loose." 
Finally, even were,all the "radical". p,arties "united," 
the resulting conglomeration would still be small. The 
overwhelming majority of the American workers, are 
outside all these parties. I t  is from tbis mass, still 
dominated by capitalist politics and capitalist ideol~gy, 
that the Socialist movement must recruit to bui!d the 
organization capable of storming and carrying the po- 
litical robber-burg - of capitalism. 
I 
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How Are You Going to Bring About Socialism? 
The Socialist Labor Party cannot bring about So- 
cialism. The missioi of the Socialist *Labor Partv i s  to 
show the way. The working class niust do the >est. 
T o  bring about Socialism, the workers must organ- 
ize in accordance with the economic and political condi- 
tions prevailirtg here in America. First, they must or- 
ganize politically to demand, through the peaceful 
means of the ballot, that all the means of wealth-pro- 
duction become the collective property of society. (Re- 
fusal to submit the issue to the will of the majority au- 
tomatically outlaws the movement as an advocate of 
"physical force and violence" and reduces it to a con- 
spiracy. 'Moreover, it would be stupid, as well as dan- 
gerous, to so refuse because we have the right, under 
the Constitutipn, to alter our government, o r  abolish it 
"and set up new safeguards" to protect our welfare 
and happiness. The amendment clause of the Con~ti- 
tution, as Abraham Lincoln pointed out, is the. peaceful 
"sbbstitute" for armed revolution.) 
Secondly, the workers must organize a force to 
back up their ballot and prevent a pro-capitalist reac- 
tion. That force can only be the Socialist Industrial 
Union-the organization of the workers along indus- 
trial lines and on the basis of the dass struggle. The 
Socialist Industrial Union is made mandatory by the 
facts of pr~ducti'on. ~ o i k e r s  run industry from top 
' to bottom. They are in anperfect strategic poqitio~ to . 
take possession, lock out the ,capitalist class and,continue 
production without intmption,  thus averting the chaos 
that would, otherwise ensue. The Socialist Industrial 
Union is the workers' power! 
Finally, the Socialist Industrial Union becomes the 
framework of the Industrial Republic of Labor which 
will supersede the capitalist political Stah. 
This is how the workers, living in a highly devel-. 
oped capitalist republic such as the United States, must 
bring about Socialism. 
ON UNIONISM., 
How D&S Socialist Industrial Unionism 
- 
Differ fmm the C.I.O.? 
 he- C.I.O., like its progenitor, the A. F. of L., is - 
a bulwark of capitalism. Its leaders have acknowledged 
. this. As Van A. Bittner, C.I.O. director, p t  it: "A 
strong, well-disciplined union is the only th~ng that is 
going. YO preserve the American [capitalist] system. 
Wk are preventing a revolution, not causing one." The 
Socialist Industrial Union, on the other hand, aims 
openly at the abolition of poverty- and war-breeding 
capitalism and for the establishment of the democratic 
Industrial Republic of Labor. 
. Politically, the C.I.0. demeans itself in accord with 
its mission of preserving private ownership, i.e., by 
herding the workers into the capitalist political fold. 
Socialist Industrial Unionism calls upon the workers to 
unite into a party of their class to demand, through the 
peaceful means of the ballot, that the instruments of 
production become society's c'ollective property. ' 
Lastly, the name "Congress of Industrial Organiza- 
tions" is a misnomer. Like the A. F. of L., the C.I.O. 
bas both out-and-out craft union, as well as so-called 
44. Industrial union," affiliates. And the "industrial 
unions" divide the workers as effeqtivdy as the unions 
based on crafts. They accomplish this by splitting the 
workers alang plant lines and by separate plant agree- 
ments. - 
Socialist Industrial Unionism organizes alI the work- 
ers in each industry (including the-unemployed of fhat 
industry) into a single industrial unit. I t  consolidstes 
all the workers in all the industries into one mighty So- 
cialist Industrial Union. The  'C.I.0.-A. F.. of L. Sia- 
mese twins of capitalism disunite the workers and ake 
five sore fingers on a hand-fit only to shoo the flies 
away from the face of capitalism. The  Socialist Indus- 
trial Union is a clenched fist capable of strikingthe blow 
for emancipation. 
Can't the Present Unions Be ~ a d e  Over? 
The A. F. of L., C.I.O. and Railroad Brotherhoods 
are controlled by well-entrenched bureaucratic machines 
which grow stronger in the measure that the rank and 
file is shackled with contracts. In most cases they are 
shot through with corruption and in many cases are run 
by gangsters and racketeers. T o  attempt to "bore 
from within" these organizations, with the idea of 
"capturing" them and transforming them into Socialist 
organizations, is fatuous. Experience has shown that 
the "borer from within," who bores to this purpose, 
soon bores his'way out. Most of those who claim to 
be "boring from within" are doing nothing of the kind. 
Instead, they are "snoring from within" and form no 
real opposition to the faker leadership. 
The  policy of the Socialist Labor Party is to strike 
a t  fake unionism from the inside and from the outside. 
I t  knows that unless the rank and file understand and 
accept the aims and program of Sotialism, no amount 
of "capturing" will do any good. I t  recognizes the 
welter of pro-capitalist unions, with their rival " juris- 
dictions," and the vested interests of their officials. as 
redoubts of the =pielist &ss aibich qurt be ~ ~ s b c d .  
Instead of wasting time ,tryipg to "make. +over" the 
jerry-built unions of capitalisin, -the woikers must build 
the new mion which is the ndmsis of e'apitalism-the 
Sociafist Industrid Union. - t": 
. . 
. . 
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Aren't the Piesent Unions Better Thzb Nothing? 
The present unions stand as a bulwark of capital- 
ism. By miseducation, intimidation and, above all, by 
exercising coptrol over the workers' jobs, they discour- 
age the rank and file from organizing in accord with 
their class interests. They are the lightning rods of 
capitalism which serve to run the revolutionary light- 
ning into the ground. If they were smashed, would the 
alternative mean "nothing" ?-no protection for the' 
workers against the never-ending encroachments of 
capital ? 
As Daniel De Leon disclosed so brilliantly in "The 
Burning Question of Trades Unionism," the unification 
of the workers is an instinctive act. "As sure as a man 
Gill raise his handnby mere instinct to shield himself 
against a blow, so sirely will workingmen, instinctive- 
ly, periodically gather into unions. The Union is the 
arm that Labor instinctively throws up to screen its 
head." 
The present protapitalist unions are not better than 
nothing-they are decidedly worse! If there-were no 
fake unioiis to divert labor's wrath into harmless chan- 
nels and divide them against themselves, the workers 
would be free to follow their instinct and organize 
genuine working class. unions aiming for the emancipa- 
tion of their class. 
How Cur the Sodakt Industrial Union 
"'Lock O d '  the Capitalist Class? 
In 1937 a group of workers in a Michigan power- 
house went on strike. I t  wasn't an ordinary walk-out 
strike; nor was it a sit-down. Instead of walking out or 
sitting down, the "strikers" ushered the non-striking of- 
ficials of the plant out of the gates and continued to 
produce electric power. The next week Ttme magazine 
commented, saying the Michigan power workers had 
gven the American workers "an object lesson in peace- 
ful revolution." 
I t  is true that'these workers were making trifling de- 
mands, that they were not.revolutionary: But that is 
beside the point. The point is that they used their eco- 
nomic power by staying on the job. - - , .  
The Socialist Industrial Union, in backing up the 
Socialist'ballot, will "take possession" by locking out 
the capitalist class and their reactionary agents. But it 
will do more than "take possession"; it will also con- 
tinue operation without interruption, thereby averting 
the chaos that would surely ensue if the nation's eco- 
nomic machinery suddenly were halted. In every shop, 
mine, plant and mill in the land, the management com- 
mittees, already elected in anticipation of this event, 
would take over the affairs of direction and supervision, 
while the higher Socialist Industrial Union councils 
would immediately prepare to function. By the act of 
taking  possession and locking out the capitalist class, 
the workers assert their complete control over the 
means of life-and, in an orderly, civilized manner, in- , 
stitute the Industrial Republic of Labor. 
Why Haven't You Organized the 
Sodalist Industrial Union? 
It is self-evident that the workers cannot be organ- 
ized to abolish capitalism until they want to abolish 
capitalism. The revolution must first take place in the 
minds of the workers. In other words, the idea must 
precede the actuality. 
The Socialist Industrial Union cannot be brlilt little 
by little. T o  attempt to build it little by little would 
subject a few workers to the concentrated fury of tke 
entire capitalist class. T h e  Socialist Industrial Union 
must be a mass movement arising from a general dis- 
illusionment with capitalism. If anything is certain, it 
is that this general disillusionment is coming. Our task 
is to see that the forces thus released are intelligently 
united to accomplish working class, and human, eman- 
cipation. 
ON REFORMS. 
Shouldn't We Try to Get Something NOW 
While We're Waiting for Socialism? 
The German workers wasted their time trying to 
get "something now." I t  was with reform baits that 
the German Corqrnunist party and the Social Democ- 
racy recruited their mass following. T o  get.votes and 
followers they promised everything from more unem- 
ployment insurance for the workers tb cheaper fertilizer 
for the peasants. But when the crisis came in 1933, 
the mass following, tecruited by reforms, could do 
-nothing to stop the reaction. They had no program. 
The  capitalists know the value of reforms in divert- 
ing the workers. In 1936 President Roosevelt advised 
his class: "Reform if you would preserve." Which is 
avsofter way of saying: Throw the workers a few sops. 
Put a little padding under the saddle. That  will take 
their minds off Socialism. 
The  late General ~ u d h  S. Johnson understpod the 
importance of 'reform sops, In a Saturday Evening 
Post article he wrote: "We must see to it that some 40 
per cent of our people do not sink to beggary-if not 
for human sympathy, then for the sake of our own jol- 
ly old skins and the maintenance of our political institu- 
tions." 
I t  is logical for the capitalists to dole out reforms; 
reforms prolong their system.' By the same token it is 
illogical for a party of Socialism to waste the time of 
the workers in the futile task of patching up the old 
outworn system. The experience of the workers in 
France, Germany, Italy, and other European countries 
has shown that to de.mand reforms in an eira of revo- 
lution is to invite reaction. W e  say, with R e  Leon: 
"In America, where capitalism and Socialism face 
each other without any feudal encumbrances, a party of 
Socialism has no business to tinker with 'reforms.' 'Re- 
forms' only tend to sweet-scent the capitalist rule. For 
Socialism in the United States to bother with reforms 
is like washing the garbage before dumping it into the 
can. Away with the garbage of capitalism." 
Waste time trying to reform decaden~ capitalism 
and you'll "wait" for Socialism in vain. 
But Hasn't the New Deal Done 
Same Good with tReforms? 
I 
The Socialist ~ a b o ;  Party holds that every reform 
granted by decadent capitalism is a concealed ineasure 
of reactr'on. - 
This 'goes for the reforms of the New Deal. 
, New p e a l  reforms were designed to prolong the 
outmoded system of capitalism. Early in the New 
Deal (October 5, 1934), the San Francisco News ob- 
served :, 
" . . . . Mr. Roosevelt has not threatened private 
property, nor is there any indication that he will.. . ,. . 
I 
"He has spent a good deal of public money for the 
relief of the needy, but this is a protective peasure, so 
far as property is concerned.. . . . 
"His New Deal presihts at least a gambling chance 
of saving the system of private property for another 
generation or so. A really shrewd and sagacious de- 
yotee of property interests would whoop it up for Mr. 
Roosevelt and urge him a little more to the left." 
On- August I 5 ,  1934, in an. address delivered in 
Paris, France, Harry L. Hopkins affirmed that "the 
Administration is making an honest and sincere effort 
to bolster qp capitalism." 
The extreme suffering of some workers here and 
there may have been temporarily relieved by New 
Deal reforms. This no one denies. For the workers 
ds a class, however, the reforms have failed utterly to, 
banish insecurity and .want. Everyone knows that had 
it not been for war there would still be an army of un- 
employed numbering from twelve to fifteen millions, 
or more. Measured against the incalculable ha- cap- 
italism is doing today, any trifling "good" claimed for 
New Deal reforms fades into nothingness. I 
New Deal reforms raisedlfalse hopes which are 
today being dashed. Nor could it be otherwise. Capi- . 
tilism has reached that point in its decadence where it 
can no longer improve the condition of its slaves within 
their'slpvery. Its attempts at reform become concealed 
measures for prolonging labor's subjugation. 
ON FASCISM AND REACTION. 
What Is F A ?  
One of 'the old Bolsheviks aptly defined Fascism as: 
"The iron hoop around the collapsing barrel of capi- 
talism." 
We concur in-this definition. Fascism, or totalitari- 
anism, is an instrument for perpetuating capitalist rule 
and for prolonging the piivileges of the capitalist class. 
Wherever it has raised its ugly head it has had the sup- 
port. of the big bankers, big merchants and big indus- 
trialists. - The records df profits, etc., in Fascist coun- 
tries, show that the big capitalists have been its main 
beneficiaries. Their business has been "controlled" and 
their gluttony curbed in some cases, but these measures 
arc. designed to protect capitalist property from the ex- 
cesses of the capitalist class, not to destroy it. 
Fascism is a form of decadent capitalism. I t  is 
capitalism without the mask of democracy. I t  is an at- 
tempt to save capitalism from its own internal contra- 
dictions throrrgh iconomic controls. It is a despotic in- 
strument for etfectidg thk total subjugation of the work- 
ing class. . ! \ 
What Has tha S.L.P. Done to L i d  F&? 
The S.L.P. has done more to lick Fascism than any 
other organization in Arnerka. We make this claim, 
advisedly, because the S.L.P. is the only organization 
which directs attention to the cause of Fascism and 
which resolutely attacks that cause. The S.L.P. has 
shown thnt Fascism comes from within, not from with- 
out. It has demonstrated with irrefutable logic that 
Fascism is an excrescence of capitalism and that the 
only solution to the Fascist menace is the abolition of 
capitalist rule. I 
Long before the word "Fascism" was invented, the 
Socialist Labor Par* warned. the workers that "wher- 
ever a revolution is pending and, for whatever reason, 
is not consummated, reaction is the only alternative." 
We gave (that reaction the apt name "industrial feudal- 
ism." After the Fascist cbup in I tdy  the Party's warn- 
ing became even more. insistent. And when the Nazi 
movement was being belittled by thq ,self-styled liberals 
and reactionaries f l  (1929-1 g32), the Socialist Labor 
Party identified its fuehrer, Adolf Hitler, as a modern 
Cuckoo Peter. bent on leading the German workers to 
their undoing-with t h i  formidable backing of Ger- 
man capitalism. , 
Again, during the years. when our present "pa- . 
triots" werE -applauding Mussolini .for "making the 
trains run .on time," and doing a clandestine business in 
arms with Hitler, the S.L.P. kept up its attack tirelessly, 
always keeping before the workers the capitalist-reac- 
. tionary character of Fascism. b y o n e  who cares to 
may thumb through the files of opr official organ,. the 
WEEKLY PEOPLE, and 'find there ample substanti- 
, ation for these assertions. 
Today the Socialist Labor Party is vattacking the , 
cause .of Fascism with ever-increasing vigor and resolu- ' 
tion. Undaunted by tremendous odds, it is car4ing on 
its work of education and agitation, teaching the Amer- 
ican worker& the means whereby to avert Fascism in 
this country by .uprooting its capitalist cause. 
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Don't You Think W e  Ou&t to Forget 
All Political Differences and Concentrate 
On Li*g ''Hitlerism"? 
To "forget all political differences" would be noth- 
ing less than fatal. T o  "forget all political differences" 
would be ,to surrender to the very forces which produce 
Hitlerism. T o  "forget all political differences" would 
mean giving decadent capitalism carte blanche to do its 
worst. And right here we say, if there are those who 
fatuously believe the American-capitalists would not do 
precisely what the German capitalists did, when drastic 
measures are necessary to save the capitalist system, 
they are utterly blind to realities. 
The  late Huey Long-himself a would-be dictator 
--once said: We'll have Fascism in America some day, 
but "when we get it we won't call it Fascism-we'll call 
it anti-Fascism." 
To the Socialist Labor Party totalitarianism is thor- 
oughly obnoxious-and it is equally obnoxious whether 
it is an imported or  a domestic product. Moreovef, as 1 8  
the S.L.Pd has pointed out on numerous occasions, you 
can lick a hundred Hitlers, but you canno? lay Hitlerism 
by the heels until capitalism is destroyed. 
Finally, look at the capitalist class. You will not 
see the employers "forgetting all political differences." 
On the contrary, they are taking full advantage of the 
war situ'ation to attack Socialism and strengthen their 
own entrenched position. They are  lotting ways and 
means of choking off the voice of Socialism, and of keep- 
ing its candidates f r om appearing on the elebtion ballot. 
They are spending millions in spreading the vile false- 
hood that Socialism-the quintessence of democracy- 
means dictatorship. And they are spending millions 
more to spread the deadly lie that peace and progress 
are possible under decadent capitalism. 
T o  retreat, and surrender the field to these forces, 
would be nothing short of catastrophic. It would be 
the most costly retreat in history. Whoever else chooses 
to retreat, -the Socialist Labor Party will not. 
What Is Ul-.ah? 
Ultramontanism is hierarchal politics ambushing it 
self behind religion. William Gladstone, the great 
19th century Liberal Prime Minister of England, Ide- 
scribed the same phenomenon as "Vaticanism." The 
term, "Ultramontanism," however, has been generally 
recognized to be of descriptive worth, f or  i t  in- 
cludes in its meaning not only the point of origin but 
also the 'world-wide scope of the politics. 
The "Catholic Encyclopedia" defines Ultramontan- 
ism as a term "used to denote integral and active Cath- 
olicism, because it recognizes as Gs spiritual head the 
I Pope, who, 'for the greater part,bf Europe, is a dweller 
beyond the mountains (ultra niontes), that is, beyohd 
the Nps." In, properly interpreting this definition .it 
must be remembered the "spiritual" leadership of the 
Popes takes in political leadership as well. This was 
expressly stated by Pope Boniface, WI in his Bull, 
Unam Sanctum, issued in I 302, and has been consistent- 
ly repeated in later pronouncements. The "Catholic 
I Encyclopedia" summarizes this Bull thus: "Jlnder the 
control of the Church are two swords, that is, two pow- 
en,  thc expression-referring to themedieval theory of 
the two swords, the spiritual and the secular. . . . " 
What An the A i i  of Ukramo~~tsnism? 
Ultramontanism seeks the perpetuation of private 
property and class rule. It seeks to concentrate these in 
its own hands. I t  seeks to stave off the inauguration of 
the Socialist society. It seeks to enslave &e workers . 
mentally and physically. / 
In their Encyclicals the Popes make no secret of 
their aims, devoting the main emphasis of their pontifi- 
cations to the sanctification of private property and 
class rule, to denunciations of Socialism and democracy. 
Much .ado is made of Ultramontanism's religious cloak 
and social program. The two following -quotations 
from )the Encyclical, "Socialism, Communism, Nihil- 
ism," by Leo XIEI, expose these, substantiate the posi- 
tion of the Socialist Labor- Party on Ultramontanism. 
"'..  . she [the Church] cheeis and comforts exceed- 
ingly the hearts of the poor, either by setting before 
them the example of Christ who, being rich, became 
poor.for our saket or by reminding them of the words 
by which Jesus pronounced the poor, to be blessed, and 
enjoined them to hope for the reward of eternal bliss. 
Who then does not perceive that herein lies the best 
means of appeasing1 the undying conflict between the 
rich and the poor?" I 
And this on the "social program" of the Ultramon- 
tanes: "Finally, as the confederate$ of Socialism are 
sought mainly among [the6workers] . . . . who,-wearied 
out by sheer hard work, are more easily entrapped by 
the hope of wealth and promise of security, it seems 
expedient to encourage associations [later : "The most 
important of all are workingmen's unions."] for handi- 
craftsmen and laboring men, which placed under the 
sheltering care of religion [that is, of Ultramontanism 
ambushed behind religion], may render the members 
content with their lor and resigned to toil, inducing 
them to lead a peaceful and tranquil life." 
W h o  Are the Ultramontanes? 
The Ultramontanes include the Pope, the hierarchy 
of Cardinals, Bishops and other prelates, the lower 
clergy who carry out the political and economic orders 
of the "spiritual head" of the Church, and such other 
politicians as work with these for some or all of the 
aims of Ultramontanism. These latter include politi- 
cians of all religious and political professions, all hearti- 
ly in favor of the Ultramontanes' assistance on behalf 
of property and property interests, some hesitant a t  ac- 
cepting t h e  full logic of Ultramontanism, the absorp- 
tion of all property and power by the hierarchy, but 
part of the machine, nevertheless. 
What Are the Weapons of Ultramontanism? 
Its chief weapon is the mental straitjacket used for 
controlling minds. The religious use of this weapon is 
described by Pope Leo XI11 as "the best means of ap- 
peasing the undying conflict between the rich and the 
poor." The  "educational" pse of the weapon, reserved 
by the Church as its exclusive function in these words 
of Pope Pius XI, "And first of all education belongs 
preeminently to the Church. . . .," is designed to pro- 
duce subjects "loyally submissive to constituted civil au- 
thority," whether that authority is republican or mo- 
narchical, constitutionally representative of the people 
or totalitarian as in Italy, Germany, Spain, etc., the one 
test being the "legitimacy" of that authority by reason 
- 
I 
of its corn~lirnce with, the Church?? teachings . , oq-prcpg!, &, - 
erty and dass rule. 
The Ultramontanes use other. weapons.-They b*' 
pressure on public officials for the enactment of legisla- 
tion that will increase their power and con~rol. They 
, threaten newspapers, 'radio stations and other organs 
with boycotts if these, disseminate news, however truc, 
that publicizes the methods and aim? of Ultramontan- 
ism. They organize civil service workers, policemen,.' 
war veterans, etc., into groups of nominal religious 
character ,for Politi.ca1 purposes. They seek, as in Por- 
tugal, to induce the hlers to accept the "Christian" 
corporate State that keeps the entire. population organ- 
ized tb' docility. 
They use firce,. urge the State to use force. Exam- 
ples of-this are the late. Monsignor   el ford's demand 
th& SuciaIsts b e  shot "'like mad dogs," the fdrcible 
and blo~dy; repression of the: Ausiriin w~rkers in Feb- 
-rusty, i9j4, the war of decimation against the Span-. 
ish- pk+lt, and. this "Christian" harangue reported 
in tht ,Nj!w, York. Times. of ~ o v e n b e r  24, 1936, a 
h a p a b e ;  . ' \ i t  may be added, that German capital-. 
ik' tIal5an capitalism and the French and Spanish- 
~ltrambntines;' Petain 'and Franco, actqd upon': "It 
is time "to abandon a defense -agaidst communiqm ' and 
idopt an dffensive," said Father Bichlmdier, a Jesuit 
a priest high in the confidence cif Cardinal ~mi t ze r  o f  
\Viermk. "If ,spiritual weapons will not. achieve what. 
. wp want we '  must *no longer waif on events, but unite 
the musses to. 'fight with ass arid ammunition in -theit. 
hands against ,Bblskevist akhheisrn. Let there be no mora 
discusdion*tif delay-now is I the I time for deeds." 
, . 
. I 
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ON THE CAPITALIST AND 
SOCIALIST PRESS. 
What About the Capitalist Press? 
The capitalist press represents vested capitalist In- 
terests. * - ~ e w s ~ a ~ e r  edito s express the views of capi- 
talists generally, and those of their own employers in 
particular. Capitalist newspapers represent invest- 
ments of capital-some of them huge investments. 
Hence the capitalist press is of, by and for capitalism, 
and the capitalists as a class. Here are a few realistic 
comments -on the capitalist character of the press by 
candid non-Socialists : 
"Both press and radio are, after all, 'big business,' 
gnd even when they possess the highest integrity, they 
are the prisoners of their own beliefs."-Temporary 
National Economic committee of the 76th Congress. 
( "Newspapers fail almost totally to provide a chan- 
nel for the study of social problems. Obviously, they 
discuss social problems, ,wars, crime, prostitution, alco- 
holism, but in treating thesesubjects the chief aim of 
the newspaper is to ;hock the ieader, not to inform 
him. Newspaper articles are a series of shocks. There 
is no continuity to the discussion. Only the comics in 
the newspape&i are continuous. And I think it is a 
credit to the 'intelligence of the American people that 
' 
they'predominantly turn to the funnies first. In regard 
tp the ability of the Arnericaxipress to inform about so- 
cia1 problems, newspapers are 99. per cent worthless." 
-Yale sociology professor, quoted in waterbury SUQ- 
day Republicag December 4, I 949. 
"Pressure from advertisers is not the chief reason 
that newspapers so generally .favor. . . . employers rath- 
er than workingmen. Newspaper owners are them- 
selves businessmen and employers. They have labor 
tronbles of their own, and it is natural for them to sym- 
pathize. with other employers involved in strikes. In 
all matters of public policy they tend to reflect the point 
of view of the social and economic class to which they - 
belong."-From "Our Changing Social Order," a text- 
book by Ruth Wood Gavian, A. A. Gray and Prof.' 
Ernest R. Groves. This .passage was deleted from 
later .editions of the book . 
'%y newspaper in any American town represents a 
considerable lot of capital for the size of the town. The 
owners qf newspaper investments, whether they be 
bankers, stockholders of a corporation, or  individuals, 
feel a rather keen sense of financial responsibility, and 
'they pass their anxiety along to newspaper operatives 
whether these operatives be superintendents known as 
managing editors, foremen known as city editors, or 
mere wage-earners known as editorial writers, copy- 
desk men, reporters or  what not. The sense of prop- 
-erty goes thrilling down the line. I t  produces a slant 
, and a bias that in time becomes-unconsci~usly and 
probably in a!l honesty-a prejudice against any man 
or  any thing or any cause that seriously affects the 
right, title or  interest of all other capital, however in- 
vested. I t  is not the advertising department that con- 
trols the news. Newspapermen may lean .over back- 
ward in their upright attitude toward the obviously un- 
fair demands of advertisers sad the moronic prejudices 
I I 
of subspribeqs, and still may be pooq miserable sinners 
 hen they' discuss problems a ff ectmg the stability of .in- 
stitutions that are founded entirely vpn the economic . 
status quo."-William Allen White, kte publishef of - 
the Emporia (Kansas) Gazettc. , 
( 3  
Why S W d  Workers Read the Weekly People? Q 
Becauke the WEEKLY PEOPLE is a workers' pa- 
per, published in the interest of the working class. Be- 
cause it publishes news of vital importance to the work- 
ing class. Because it analyzes that news from a Marx- 
ian point of view. ~ecause  it proves that the refonn 
plans of the capitalists cannot work, that the problems 
of society can be solved only by the inauguration of SO- 
cialism. Because the WEEKLY' PEOPLE offers the 
De Leonist program of Socialist Industrial Unionism, 
the one program that can bring into being an era of 
peace, freedom and plenty. 
TWENTEETH CENTURY DEMOCRACY. 
On the two following pages political representation and 
indudrial representation, as proposed by the Socialist Labor 
Party, are graphically contrasted. Although political repre- 
sentation survives today, the giowth of modern industry has 
made it obsolete. I t  fitted a condition when communities were 
largely self-sufficient economically, when wheat was ground 
into flour at the local mill, when hides went to the village tan- 
nery and leather to the village shoemaker. 
' Modern mass production industry, growing up within the 
political-geographic framework, has made boundary lines be- 
tween counties and states meaningless. Instead, it has raised 
new "boundary lines," economic "boundary lines," between 
industries. To administer this gigantic' productive apparatus 
in order that it will benefit society, fnstead of yielding incredi- 
ble profits for the fe+, reqaires that society recognise industry 
as the basis for delnoqatlc representation, and set up a Socid- 
ist Industrial Union ~dm,ini&ation in place of the outmoded 
political State. 
For the sake of graphic presentation we have chosen the 
. baking industry to depict t&e* Socialist Industrial Union setup. 
"Bakery No. 1" is comparable to the political ward; the Local 
Industrial Union comprisin~ all the bakeries in the commu- 
ni'ty, to the political county; the National Industrial Union 
of the baking industry, to the state. Together with other food- 
produciG industries the National Industrial Union of Bakers 
forms a Department, and all the Departments, as shown by 
the illustratiqn on page 45, are represented at a General Exec- 
utive Council, which replaces the political Congress. 
.Under' the Indbstrial Republic of Labor we can create 
order /where anarchy exists today; we can have planned pro- 
duction without waste to the end that all may have the abtm- 
dance modern - technology makes possible. 
, "The bas i~  of our political systems is the right of the 
people to'alter their constitutions of government," said Gearge 
Washington. 
The Socialist Labr Party proposes that ourr be altered 
to conform to modern economic conditions and to human 
needs. 
18th Ckntury Line of Representation 
FOOD 
Line of Represatation of the Sodalist In-rial 
Union-Twentieth Century Democracy 
READINGS IN SOCIALISM 
rSOCIALI8T LANDMARXS, by Daniel De Leon. (240 pp.- 
Clpthbound; price $3.26; .paper covers, 75 cents; post- 
paid.) a n t a i m  four fupbmenta-1 Socialigt addressern: 
"Reforzp or- Re&olutiPn," "What Meam This Strike?'" 
"The ~kming Question at Trades Unionism," and "So- 
- cialist Reaon$tmction of ,630ciety." Z'he addre~ses con- 
etitute B s y w a t i c  analysis of c & @ t d h  and a' pro- 
grsm lor the building & $ociqEsm. 
. . t  :$ : 
.,* p i 
I 
FIFTEEN QUESTIONEI ABOUT ~ ~ & z A L I s ~ ~ , .  by ~ ~ n i e z  
De .&eon. (1120 pp-Pri9e '30 c-, postpaid.),, Thia . 
pmpb1et prodtleg a wped&v" of$he~ecax1odc opera-'* 
tions .of the Socialist s d e w .  33 answem zmkh queG 
tions- as: How will the income& of work- be deter- 
mined tmder S.oci.a&m?,l"lae~~em~b the questions, 
which w e  prq& bg & Catbolicl prfest who sought 
tq put the Sc$cltiIists "on the spot,? are an indiatment 
of capita- as well as' a dentific exposition of Sw' 
cialist eamorniw. 
L 
ABOLITION 4F POVHRFY, bg D m i d  De L m .  .(mice 15 
! cents postpaid.) The essays in -this pampwt were 
prompted by' a Jesuit'a attack on BociaJbn In aa- 
mering the attack; De &eon went deeply into the ma- 
terialist mce]1?tion of hMay wd mntragkd that con- 
~(rption's socially bneficeht msulta with the anti-social ' 
results a€ the sikalled ide& coaceptton. "AbIition 
of Poverty'' is one of the -mat importarn& works of 
. ' Socialist literature. ,- - - \ 
# 'I 
NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPANY 
'61 Qiif $t.* .New. York 38, N.Y. , x 
SOCIALIST INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM 
The Workers' Power 
By Eric Hass 
he goal of Socialism can be achieved only by obeying 
e logic of the class struggle. Sbcialist Industrial 
nionism provides the American workers with the one 
gical method of obtaining its emancipation from capi- 
lism's wage slavery. This pamphlet outlines the 
Price I o cents, postpaid-64 pages. 
Nmw YORg LABOR NEW8 COMPANY 
61 ClifP St., New York 38, N.Y. 
the WQIKIY PEOPLE, adsl acgm od! the Scdabt 
Party, a paper of Revdutionary ~~ ggd 
~~ Unionism. Rates: $2 a year; $1, aix montha; . 
&kt., three months. 
WEEKLY PrnPIlE 
61 Cliflt St., New York 38, N.Y. 
EICIILLUsrr UBUXR M T Y ,  
61 C W  St., New York 38, N.Y. .. - 
am interested in Socialism. Please send me information 
free literature published by the Sodakt Labor Party, 
including sample copy of the -Y PEOm, official orpan 
the Socialiet Labor P e a  
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